The two northern Governorates are isolated from the rest of the Strip.

RAFAH COUNTRY:

is open, but with limited capacity, only trucks with medical supplies are allowed to cross directly.

Rafah Yam is open for human cargo on Tuesdays, Thursdays (afternoon) and Sundays.

SECTOR 3

Khirbat Abu Qashtah is open and is also the main crossing point.

RAFIH CROSSING:

Sea Sector

Pe?at Sade

RAFAH CROSSING:

is open, but with limited capacity, only trucks with medical supplies are allowed to cross directly.

SECTOR 2

Khirbat Ikhza`ah

KEREM SHALOM CROSSING:

is open and is also the main crossing point.

Karni Crossing:

is CLOSED, opening of this crossing point is unlikely due to security and logistics constraints.

SUFA CROSSING:

is closed, opening of this crossing point is unlikely due to security and logistics constraints.

AOUGA CROSSING:

is open and is also the main crossing point.

GAZA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT:

Azmiya

The boundaries and names and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.